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This innovative computer wristband can help
prevent repetitive strain injury (RSI) or other
aches and pains caused by constant computer
keyboard and mouse work.
NoviPad ® not only protects you from the new widespread

complaint “RSI-Syndrom”, it also relieves existing pains and
allows you to continue with your job.
NoviPad ® fits everyone’s wrist.
So always remember:
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medical bandages – sport bandages

OHRSANA GmbH – Bandage-Factory
Grafenstraße 3 · D-42277 Wuppertal · phone 02 02 - 64 42 00
fax 02 02 -  64 94 86 · www.ohrsana.de · info@ohrsana.de · www.novipad.de

RSI-SYNDROM:
WHEN COMPUTER KEYBOARD AND
MOUSE WORK CAUSES PAIN
Constant repetitive movements at
the computer – no matter if you use
the keyboard or the mouse – can be
the reason for the widespread complaint of the RSI-Syndrom.
The RSI-Syndrom (Repetitive Strain
Injury) also referred to as “carpal
tunnel syndrome” is the modern
form of the tennis elbow and is
caused by continuous movements
such as mouse clicks and scrolls
which lead to a permanent overstraining of the tendons and muscles in your hands and arms.
Even though these movements are
easy physical work they can nevertheless lead to lifelong adverse
health effects.
Suddenly your arm feels as heavy as
lead and you experience a ‘pins &
needles’ sensation.
There have been various products
over the years, which have promised to alleviate the problem of RSI-

Syndrom and its symptons.
Mousemats, gel pads or keyboard
pads are only a few examples. However all of these products are usually
left forgotten on the desk or elsewhere because they are too difficult
to handle or simply too uncomfortable to use.

For this reason we have
developed the NoviPad ®
NoviPad ® is a computer wristband

with an ergonomically formed supporting element which is always positioned where it is most needed.
NoviPad ® is an effective ergonomic

solution and easy to use.
Put it over your hand close to your
wrist (the supporting element has to
be positioned downwards). Adjust
the band to your wrist and start
working. Even after several hours
of wearing the NoviPad ® wristband

you still feel comfortable and relaxed. Everybody takes it for granted to fasten the seatbelt before a
car ride or to put on a helmet when
riding a motorbike.
In the future it should become a
common practice to put on the
NoviPad ® before starting work.
If you work with a keyboard you will
need two NoviPads®, one for each
wrist to guarantee ergonomic work
without complaints.
NoviPad ® can not only protect you

from the modern day problem of
RSI-Syndrom – it also relieves your
existing aches and pains and allows
you to continue with your job.
So always remember:
“FIRST put on your NoviPad ® THEN
surf the internet!”

We wish you pain-free and relaxed
work with your new NoviPad ®!

DPMA utility model protected No.:
20 2008 007 229.8
Note: Hook-and-loop-fasteners can cause damage to your clothes. Therefore, always close the hook-and-loop-fastener(s) during washing.
Thread-ends are not a sign of quality defects. Do not pull any thread-ends but carefully cut them off. Use the ‘support ball’ on a smooth
surface only. If you suffer damage despite, or because of using NoviPad ® please consult your doctor. Current status: August 2009. Technical
modifications or changings of the form, colour and/or weight are reserved within the further development.

Textile components
91 % polyamide, 9 % spandex,
kind to the skin according to
ÖKOTEX 100

